GENERAL NOTES

1. TWO-WAY TRAFFIC signs shall be repeated every 1/4 mile in each direction, through the tangent distance (T).

2. When paved shoulders having a width of 8 ft. or more are closed, channelizing devices shall be used to close the shoulder in advance of the merging taper to direct vehicular traffic to remain within the travel way. See Index No. 612 for shoulder taper formulas.

3. Where the tangent distance (T) exceeds 250', spacing between cones or tubular markers may be increased to 50' or spacing between Type ~ or Type ~~ barricades or vertical panels or drums may be increased to 100' within the limits of the tangent.

4. This Index does not apply when work is being performed in the median lane(s) of a six or more lane highway. Special maintenance of traffic details will be required.

5. When a side road intersects the highway within the TTC zone, additional TTC devices shall be placed in accordance with other applicable TCZ indices.

6. For general TCZ requirements and additional information, refer to Index No. 600.

CONDITIONS

WHERE ANY VEHICLE, EQUIPMENT, WORKERS OR THEIR ACTIVITIES REQUIRE THE CLOSURE OF THE LANES IN ONE DIRECTION AND A DIVERSION IS PROVIDED BY UTILIZING ONE LANE OF THE OPPOSING TRAFFIC LANES.